
 

 

 
 

 
We know teachers because we are 
teachers. And we know teachers 
appreciate all the help they can get. In 
fact, many teachers have asked for 
behavior examples of honorable 
character traits. So, we at HONORABLE 
CHARACTERTM  want to help teachers 
by providing examples of what it could 
look like in the classroom – and outside 
the classroom. Also, we will share simple 
ideas that allow students to showcase 
giftings and abilities to demonstrate their 
understanding of the trait. Read on for 
details. 

 
 

 

Obedience 

 

• Obeying quickly with a right-heart attitude (instant joyful obedience: Slow obedience is 
no obedience.) 

• Following established expectations (i.e. Stop talking when the teacher starts talking. 
Wait for the teacher at a predetermined location in the hallway before proceeding. Sit 
correctly on the floor. Stay in a designated area.) 

• Following established routines without being told (placing backpacks, lunch bags, 
jackets, supplies, homework, etc. where they are supposed to be placed) 

• Responding immediately to a teacher’s voice, raised hand, bell, whistle, or another cue 

• Doing what you are supposed to do even when no one is looking 

• Doing what you are supposed to do even when you don’t feel like doing it 

• Quickly putting away work or supplies when asked 

• Correctly putting away work or supplies when asked 

• Doing only what you are supposed to do during a group activity 

• Picking up something from the floor rather than walking past it 

 
 
 

OBEDIENCE 



 

Enrichment Ideas 

 
Sometimes we have students who need something to do. You know – those early finishers. 
Here are suggestions to keep those little darlings busy. 

• Create a ‘What If’ activity. Students write 5 what ifs on notebook paper or note cards. 
(What if you see trash on the floor? What if the teacher starts talking? What if the timer 
dings? etc.) They trade results with partners and answer the what ifs. Select a few 
students to share their favorite what if and its answer. 

• Create O Boy! and O Girl! badges or certificates to award students for outstanding 
obedience. 

• Write a diary entry of a school day without obedience. 

• Draw a cartoon of a classroom without obedience. 

• Lead the class in brainstorming the importance of obedience in society. 

 
 

Show-and-tell 

 
We would love to get a peek at the creativity inhabiting your classrooms. Share or send us 
pictures of trait projects or how you highlight honorable character in your classroom or school. 
We know we get the best ideas from each other! 


